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The purpose of this paper is to distinguish the methodology of hegel and 
pragmatism. The author analyses the two views of truth by the points of 
essentialism and anti-essentialism, and the author thinks the difference of 
essentialism and anti-essentialism is the key to understand the methodology of 
hegel and pragmatism. 
In chapter one, the author supplies the background of the philosophy of 
hegel from the point of the history of philosophy. The author thinks the 
development of  western philosophy has showes us a set of essentialism, and 
they are the preparation of the philosophy of hegel. 
In chapter two, the author clarifies Hegel’s view of truth, makes perspicuous 
the essentialism of hegel, and the author thinks the basical character of Hegel;s 
essentialism is antinomy and unification. 
In chapter three, the author starts from the problem of hegel, analyses 
Pragmatism by its view of truth, exhibits the anti-essentialism of Pragmatism. 
The author thinks pragmatism supplies us a new way of discovering truth, in the 
same time brings for us a new viewpoint of living and world, and the author 
thinks the main point of this way of thinking is anti-essentialism. 
In conclusion, the author indicates his attitude to essentialism and 
anti-essentialism. When front to the relation of one and many, Hegel uses the 
economical principle of essentialism to exhibit a good example of philosophy of 
essentialism. But this principle also takes us some possible supremacy of 
thoughts directly or indirectly. Accordingly, the anti-essentialism of pragmatism 
makes the disadvantage of essentialism invalid, realizes the toleration of 
thoughts. 
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第一章  “本质主义”的思想史探源 
 























                                                        







































                                                        
① 黑格尔：《哲学史讲演录》第一卷，贺麟、王太庆译，商务印书馆，1978 年版，第 181 页。 



































第二节  中世纪与近代唯理论：“本质主义”的发展 
























































第一章  “本质主义”的思想史探源 
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